
FACETING PROCEDURES 

 
FACETING SEQUENCE 

The sequence of cutting a modified round brilliant 

recommended by Graves is to first dop the stone, preform to basic 

size and shape, then cut facets on the girdle which permits cutting 

the stone to a predetermined size, and then cut and polish the 

pavilion facets. The stone is then transferred to a cone dop  and 

the crown facets and table are cut and polished. Beginners are 

urged to read this book to page 20 before attempting to facet. 

 

TYPES OF LAPS 

Before starting to facet, the beginner should become familiar with 

the various laps, their purpose and proper use, do not "drop" laps 

on to the machine. Set the laps squarely on the master lap spindle. 

Do not tum machine on with the nut loose. The lap washer is 

designed to rest on top of the laps or discs. 

 
There are three basic types of laps used for faceting: cutting, 

prepolish and polishing. 
 
 

Cutting Laps: The cutting lap supplied with the Graves faceting 

Machine is a premium 8-inch metal bonded lap with diamond 

permanently electroplated onto the surface. This type of lap 

has exceptionally good cutting characteristics and will provide 

long service if handled carefully to prevent scratching of the 

surface. This coarse lap is a 360 grit "channel" disc which had 

a rapid cutting action but provides a fine finish. The channel 

like depressions in the disc act to rapidly flush away cutting 

debris and prevent pull or suction of the stone to the lap. This 

type of lap may be used at a fast RPM which will speed up 

removal of extra material in rough cutting or preforming. 



Coarser or more aggressive laps are available for faster cutting 

if desired. 

 
NOTE: When cutting with the metal bonded laps, use a good 

flow of water (about 2 drops per second) with 

CORROSION RESISTANT ADDITIVES or preferably DIA 

CUT COOLANT (See the Graves Catalog). DO NOT use 

kerosene or petroleum distillates. 

Fine Cutting lap: The 600 grit Nubond lap is used to remove 

small scratches, prior to advancing to the prepolishing lap. 

 

Prepo/ish laps: The prepolishing lap supplied with the Graves 

machine is a 1200 grit diamond lap. The diamond grit is 

permanently bonded onto the disc surface with electroplated nickel. 

It cannot be recharged but will provide exceptional service if used 

properly. This means not using the finer laps to remove large 

quantities of gem material, using a light cutting pressure and 

ensuring a proper coolant supply when cutting. The use of the 3000 

grit Diamond Disc can make prepolishing very hard materials such 

as corundum, spinel, chrysoberyl and sapphire much easier. 
 
 
 

Polishing laps: 

The final polishing can be done using either diamond or various 

oxides, depending on the gemstone being polished. Diamond 

polishing is done on a ceramic or lead/tin lap while the 

compounds can be used on a variety of laps plastic or film. 

 
There is a growing tendency to use diamond for cutting and 

polishing, and diamond polishing offers many advantages. Many 

faceters use it almost exclusively. Pure diamond powder or spray 

on a lead/tin lap is one of the most versatile combinations 

available for polishing any gem material and is one alternative for 



polishing very hard gems. The lead/tin lap is extremely delicate 

and subject to denting, scratching and dishing. Handle on the 

edges and do so with care. 

 
The very thin disposable plastic "Ultralaps" are factory coated with 

various polishing compounds and eliminate a lot of the mess usually 

associated with loose polishing compounds. They are used on top of 

a smooth and well-watered rigid plate which can be one of the fine 

cutting laps or the plastic lap. 

 

 
Additionally, powder oxides can be purchased and applied as a 

slurry (with water) to the lead/tin lap, the  plastic  lap  or  other  types 

of laps to produce a dry economical  polish. In most cases, "scoring" 

of the surface is recommended. 


